
CSUC Sculpture      Name: ______________________ 
Simons 

Handout #7: Yoshitomo Saito visiting artist workshop 

Advanced Preparation Assignment: 
Research Yoshitomo Saito 
Other artists who you will discuss with him 
Questions you will want him to address 
David Neat blog: things that look like other things 

MY LETTER TO YOSHI:  
By the time you meet the Fire Arts students, they will have worked on wax sculptures, gating systems, 
ceramic shell investment and pouring in bronze and aluminum. For some of them, this semester will be their 
first exposure to fire arts. I like the idea of them seeing YOUR methods, especially the way you have 
simplified the path towards installation by making small elements that amass into larger spaces. 

Here’s a list of processes that would be good to cover. I’ll list these as broad topics. Perhaps you can narrow 
them down and give me an idea as to how long you’ll want for each. Would it be beneficial for you to bring 
a few small waxes and/or bronzes that are in progress and can be finished in Chico? 

Monday ~ 2pm - 4:50pm 
Introductions and discussion. Then, a walk in nature with you. We should be prepared for all kinds of 
weather. I think it would be beneficial for students to view the landscape as potential casting matter through 
your tutelage. I usually assign this [natural material burnouts] at the end of the semester. 
Would they, too, be asked to collect? If so, it will give them the opportunity to do subsequent work on their 
own (investment, TIG, patina) following your demos.  

Tuesday ~ Times TBA  
Gating + [standard] investment.  This will be a great opportunity for them to learn another method of 
investing. Another plus: they’ll be exposed to the differences in approaches when gating for standard 
investment vs. ceramic shell. For those who cannot come due to other classes in which they are enrolled, I 
will establish a partner system so that they can teach each other.  

Evening: burnout investments. 
5:30 pm = Public lecture: Yoshitomo Saito 
After lecture: Dinner with the Hoppers and faculty  

Wednesday ~ Foundry time all day 
               ~ Pour during class time.  
  ~Gate removal  
  ~Begin chasing: evening workshop time 

(Change per Yoshi’s email April 18): 
Thursday ~TIG demo, continue chasing 
Friday ~ Patina 
 ~ Discuss installation thoughts 

I’ll figure out some group meals with students. I like to do mass feedings. 


